Elementary
The Monster Detector
(Big Foot And Little Foot)
by Ellen Potter
RL 2.0 IL 1-4
After saving up his Monster Card wrappers, Hugo
sends away for a special prize in the mail--a Monster
Detector! Using the watch-like device, Hugo quickly
spots a monster right in his own cavern. Spooked, but
still excited about his prize, Hugo heads to school and
finds yet another surprise--his friend Boone!
Boone announces he wants to go to Sasquatch school,
but no human has ever gone before, and not everyone is
as happy about it as Hugo.

Track this popular series in

Middle School
Rhino In Right Field
by Stacy DeKeyser
RL 3.0 IL 3-6
A boy who loves baseball must get past his hardworking immigrant parents--and the rhino in the
outfield--to become a bat boy in this laugh-out-loud
middle-grade novel in the tradition of The Sandlot.

High School
The Bird And The Blade
by Megan Bannen
RL 7.0 IL 7-12
A slave with a secret past is forced to serve the exiled
prince she loves as he risks his life in a desperate effort
to forge a political marriage with a powerful and deadly
princess.

The Netflix hit series, DreamWorks Spirit Riding Free, tells the tale of a natural-born
leader, twelve-year-old Lucky, her best friends, the horses they love, and a world of
adventure!
Suzanne Selfors brought Spirit Riding Free to bookshelves last year with The
Adventure Begins and Lucky and the M ustangs of M iradero . The new diary
chapter book series kicked off with Lucky's Diary and features the core pals'
innermost thoughts!

Now Available!
Pru's Diary
Pru and her best friends travel to a circus exhibition where
she plans to perform her clown act with her performing
horse. When another girl tries to upstage her, the
adventure starts to feel more like a competition than a fun
experience to share with her best friends! Will the show go
on, or will it become a showdown?

Coming Soon!
Abigail's Diary
Explore the world of DreamWorks Animation's
Spirit Riding Free with this adventurous new series, written

in diary format, featuring the innermost thoughts of one of
Lucky's best pals, Abigail! Diary entries from Abigail are
interspersed throughout, between narrative chapters.

See Perma-Bound's entire selection of Spirit Riding Free titles and join Lucky and
pals as they set off on daring adventures, discovering what it means to be truly free!

